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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the development of an integrated approach which targets the aerodynamic design of separate-
jet exhaust systems for future gas-turbine aero-engines. The proposed framework comprises a series of fundamen-
tal modeling theories which are applicable to engine performance simulation, parametric geometry definition,
viscous/compressible flow solution, and Design Space Exploration (DSE). A mathematical method has been devel-
oped based on Class-Shape Transformation (CST) functions for the geometric design of axi-symmetric engines with
separate-jet exhausts. Design is carried out based on a set of standard nozzle design parameters along with the
flow capacities established from zero-dimensional (0D) cycle analysis. The developed approach has been coupled
with an automatic mesh generation and a Reynolds Averaged NavierStokes (RANS) flow-field solution method, thus
forming a complete aerodynamic design tool for separate-jet exhaust systems.
The employed aerodynamic method has initially been validated against experimental measurements conducted
on a small-scale Turbine Powered Simulator (TPS) nacelle. The developed tool has been subsequently coupled
with a comprehensive DSE method based on Latin- Hypercube Sampling (LHS). The overall framework has been
deployed to investigate the design space of two civil aero-engines with separate jet exhausts, representative of cur-
rent and future architectures, respectively. The inter-relationship between the exhaust systems’ thrust and discharge
coefficients has been thoroughly quantified. The dominant design variables that affect the aerodynamic perfor-
mance of both investigated exhaust systems have been determined. A comparative evaluation has been carried























out between the optimum exhaust design sub-domains established for each engine. The proposed method enables
the aerodynamic design of separate-jet exhaust systems for a designated engine cycle, using only a limited set of
intuitive design variables. Furthermore, it enables the quantification and correlation of the aerodynamic behavior
of separate-jet exhaust systems for designated civil aero-engine architectures. Therefore, it constitutes an enabling
technology towards the identification of the fundamental aerodynamic mechanisms that govern the exhaust system
performance for a user-specified engine cycle.
Nomenclature
Roman Symbols
ṁ Nozzle mass flow, kg/sec
A Area, m2
Aratio Nozzle exit to charging plane area ratio, =
ACP
Aexit
Ar,r = 1, ...n CST shape function coefficients
C(x) CST Class function
C
Bypass
D Bypass exhaust nozzle discharge coefficient
CCoreD Core exhaust nozzle discharge coefficient
COverallV Exhaust system overall velocity coefficient
CZone3D Zone 3 vent exhaust nozzle discharge coefficient
Ddomain Diameter of computational domain, m
D f Computational domain diameter scaling factor, m
Dnac Maximum nacelle diameter, m
FG,FN Gross and net propulsive force, N
H,Θ,E CST analytical spatial functions
h1 Nozzle charging plane height, m
h2 Nozzle exit plane height, m
L Length, m
lcowlcr Non-dimensional core cowl length, =
Lcowlcr
R f an
lexitz3 Non-dimensional location of zone 3 vent exhaust exit, =
Lexitz3
Lcowlcr
M∞ Mach number (free-stream)
Mexitz3 Zone 3 vent exhaust exit Mach number, =
Lexitz3
Lcowlcr
N Range of DOE samples
n Order of Bernstein polynomial
N1,N2 CST class function parameters
P Pressure, Pa


























o f f set
CP Charging plane radial offset relative to the nozzle exit plane, m
Rcurve Curvature radius, m
R f an Fan blade radius, m
S(x) CST Shape function
T Temperature, K
x,y(x) Normalized CST coordinates
yinbp Bypass duct normalized inner line radius, =
Rinbp
Linduct
youtbp Bypass duct normalized outer line radius, =
Routbp
Linduct
yo f f set Normalized CST offset in the normal direction
Greek Symbols










κinlen Nozzle length ratio, =
LNozzlein
h2
λ Total to static nozzle pressure ratio
σ(%) Percentage standard deviation
θoutCP Outer aeroline slope at the charging plane, deg
θ
plug
cp Core plug after-body angle, deg
θcowlcr Core cowl angle, deg
θhade
in/out Aeroline hade angle at the nozzle inlet plane, deg






First and second derivatives with respect to the normalized CST independent ordinate x
()amb Referring to ambient conditions
()in/out Referring to the inner or outer nozzle aeroline, respectively
()inlet Referring to inlet conditions
()Overall Referring to the overall exhaust system
Subscripts
()0 Referring to total flow conditions
()Actual Referring to actual flow conditions
()bp Referring to the bypass exhaust nozzle
()CP Referring to the nozzle charging plane
()crit Referring to critical flow conditions























()cr Referring to the core exhaust nozzle
()Exit Referring to the nozzle exit plane
()Ideal Referring to ideal flow conditions
()st Referring to static flow conditions
()z3 Referring to the zone 3 vent exhaust nozzle
1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Within the context of civil aviation, there is a continuing need to improve the operational performance and environmental
impact of integrated aircraft–poweplant systems. This entails, among others, the introduction of more fuel efficient, cost-
effective, and environmentally friendly aircraft engines. Epstein [1] pointed out that in order to conceptualize, design, and
implement the next generation of civil turbofan engines, substantial advancements need to be achieved with respect to the
technologies employed in the design of both motors and propulsors. Considering simple-cycle engine architectures, it is
almost certain that future configurations will favor the selection of cycles with increased Turbine Entry Temperature (TET)
and Overall Pressure Ratio (OPR) to improve the motor’s thermal efficiency [1,2]. The introduction of novel intercooled and
intercooled–recuperated thermodynamic cycles has also been investigated by Kyprianidis et al. [3–5] with promising results.
With respect to the envisaged propulsor designs of future turbofan engines, it is anticipated that modern configurations
will employ higher values of By-Pass Ratio (BPR =
ṁbypass
ṁcore
) combined with lower Fan Pressure Ratios (FPR) to lower
specific thrust and improve propulsive efficiency [6]. Specifically, it is expected that future large turbofan engines will
employ a BPR of the order of 15+ at Design Point (DP) mid-cruise conditions. This is more than 36% higher compared to
the BPR of current large turbofan engines which is typically closer to 11. However, a rise in BPR also results in higher gross
to net propulsive force ratio
FG
FN
. This is due to the larger overall engine mass flow ṁinlet resulting in higher inlet momentum
drag which is compensated by augmenting the gross propulsive force FG. As an indicative example it is noted that the ratio
FG
FN
changes from roughly 3 to 4 for increasing the BPR from 11 to 16, respectively. Concurrently, the net propulsive force
FN and SFC of future turbofan engines will be more sensitive to variations in gross propulsive force FG compared to current
engine architectures.
It is well known that FG is linearly dependent on the aerodynamic performance of the exhaust system and its ability to
produce thrust that is close to its ideal isentropic value [7–9]. Furthermore, the required increase in BPR essentially leads
to a higher-amount of mass flow exhausted through the bypass exhaust nozzle relative to the core flow. Hence, with respect
to future engine architectures that encompass high values of BPR, the overall performance of the engine will be highly
dependent on the aerodynamic design of the bypass duct, nozzle, and post-exit components. It is therefore imperative that
the design space governing the exhaust’s performance is thoroughly explored and understood to enable the selection and
implementation of potential design solutions in an optimum and efficient manner.























1.2 Performance prediction of engine exhaust systems
The aerodynamic design of the housing components used in the installation of a civil gas-turbine aero-engine, requires
the development of an accurate performance prediction and accounting methodology. The engine housing components, such
as the intake, bypass and core ducts, and exhaust nozzles, are frequently not designed by the engine manufacturer. There-
fore, it is imperative that an appropriate Thrust-Drag Bookkeeping (TDB) method is employed to break down the overall
installed engine performance into the individual performance levels of each housing component [9]. This process allows the
identification of the main sources of loss and re-focus the design process accordingly so that the dominant installation loss
mechanisms are tracked down and mitigated.
Figure 1 presents a typical axi-symmetric housing geometry for a notional turbofan engine with separate-jet exhausts.
The aerodynamic performance of the exhaust system is key in TDB. The internal pressure and viscous drag components
within the bypass and core nozzle walls can be substantial sources of thrust loss. For example, the reduction in FG due to
losses associated with the performance of the exhaust system can be of the order of 1.5–2.0% relative to the case of fully-
expanded ideal flow [10]. In TDB, the actual duct and nozzle performance is related to that of an ideal nozzle through the
definition of the non-dimensional discharge and velocity coefficients, CD and CV , respectively [11]. An ideal exhaust nozzle
is assumed to operate under the premise of one-dimensional (1D) isentropic flow expanded to ambient static pressure [12].
The actual exhaust system performance has been traditionally determined by a combination of small-scale [13, 14] and
full-scale model testing [7].
The advent of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) during the past two decades has rendered it a reliable and useful
performance prediction tool for the aerodynamic analysis of exhaust nozzles [11, 15–20]. The associated flow phenomena
observed in the vicinity of a gas-turbine engine exhaust system can be quite complex. These include, among others, boundary
and shear layers interacting with expansion and shock waves. This inherent aerodynamic complexity renders the accurate
determination of exhaust nozzle performance a challenge for CFD analysis. Early CFD studies conducted by Malecki and
Lord [11] showed that for three-dimensional (3D) exhaust nozzle configurations, the predictive accuracy in terms of CV can
be in the range of 0.5–1.0%. However, with respect to simpler two-dimensional (2D) axi-symmetric cases, the expected
accuracy can be of the order of 0.1%. More recent investigations carried out by Zhang et al. [15,16] showed that, for single-
stream, axi-symmetric, conical nozzles, the agreement between CFD results and test data can be of the order of 0.2% and
0.5% for CD and CV , respectively. However, Zhang et al. attributed the quoted percentage differences predominantly to the
uncertainty of the experimental data, rather than physical accuracy of the employed CFD approach.
1.3 Scope of present work
In light of the preceding discussion, it is understood that the aerodynamic performance of the bypass exhaust system
is key to the success of future large turbofan engines. Therefore, it is essential that the design of the bypass duct, nozzle,
and post-exit components is tackled at an early stage of the engine design process. This entails the systematic exploration
of the design space governing the aerodynamic behavior of the exhaust system. However, a methodical approach for the
parametric geometry definition, aerodynamic analysis, and meticulous examination of separate-jet exhaust systems has not























been reported to date in the existing literature. Furthermore, the impact of future engine cycles incorporating higher values
of BPR and lower FPR on exhaust system design, has not been previously investigated.
Within this context, this paper aims to develop an integrated approach which targets the aerodynamic design of separate-
jet exhausts for future gas-turbine aero-engines. The proposed method has to be able to identify, quantify, and correlate the
fundamental mechanisms that govern the aerodynamic behavior of separate-jet systems for any specified engine cycle. The
specific objectives of this work can be outlined as follows:
• To derive an analytical formulation for the parametric geometry definition of separate-jet exhaust systems employed
in civil gas-turbine aero-engines
• To establish a modeling approach capable of predicting the aerodynamic performance of the bypass duct, nozzle, and
post-exit components of an exhaust system
• To develop an integrated framework for the systematic exploration of the design space that encompasses the aerody-
namic performance of separate-jet exhaust systems
• To explore the associated design space for to two civil aero-engine configurations representative of current and future
design architectures, respectively
The methodology developed in this paper is broadly arranged as follows; A mathematical method is developed based
on Class-Shape Transformation (CST) functions [21, 22] for the geometric design of axi-symmetric engine architectures
with separate-jet exhausts. The developed approach inherits the intuitiveness and flexibility of Qin’s airfoil parameterization
method [23] and extends its applicability to the parametric geometry definition of exhaust ducts and nozzles. The end-
result is a compact mathematical model that allows the parametric geometry definition of separate-jet exhausts, based on
the required flow capacities. The developed approach is coupled with an automated mesh generation [24] and a Reynolds
Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) flow-field solution method [25], thus forming an integrated aerodynamic design tool.
The employed CFD approach is initially validated against experimental measurements conducted on a small-scale Tur-
bine Powered Simulator (TPS) nacelle. A comprehensive and cost-effective Design Space Exploration (DSE) method has
been structured and coupled with the developed design approach. The combined formulation is applied to explore the design
space for two civil aero-engines, representative of current and future large turbofan engines, respectively. The sensitivity
of the exhaust systems’ performance to changes in the associated design parameters is assessed. Furthermore, the inter-
relationship between the exhaust systems’ performance metrics of interest is thoroughly quantified and presented. The pro-
posed method enables to quantify and correlate the aerodynamic behavior of separate-jet exhaust systems for any specified
engine cycle. Therefore, it constitutes an enabling technology towards identifying the fundamental aerodynamic mechanisms
that govern the aerodynamic performance of current and future civil turbofan engines.

























An integrated tool has been developed for the aerodynamic design and analysis of separate-jet exhaust nozzles. This
tool has been named GEMINI (Geometric Engine Modeler Including Nozzle Installation). GEMINI encompasses a generic
design approach that is applicable to a wide-range of civil aero-engines. It is able to design separate-jet exhaust systems for
any designated engine cycle combined with a prescribed set of key engine hard-points. Figure 2 presents an illustration of the
implemented software architecture. The developed method comprises a series of fundamental modeling methods applicable
to; engine performance simulation [26], exhaust-nozzle geometry parameterization [21–23], and viscous-compressible flow
solution [24, 25].
A designated set of thermodynamic cycle and geometric design parameters is initially defined. The computational
method initiates by analyzing the engine cycle at Design Point (DP) and Off-Design (OD) conditions. Engine performance
simulation is carried out for a user-specified number of operating points within the operational envelope. The cycle analysis
is carried out using the zero-dimensional (0D) aero-thermal approach (Turbomatch) described by Macmillan [26]. This
process sizes the bypass and core exhaust nozzles in terms of flow capacity requirements. Furthermore, it provides a first-
order indication of the averaged aero-thermal flow properties at the inlet and exit stations of the bypass and core exhaust
ducts and nozzles (Fig. 1).
Having established the required flow-capacities, an inverse design approach is employed to obtain a 2D axi-symmetric
representation of the bypass and core exhaust aerolines. An example of the 2D axi-symmetric engine geometry produced
by GEMINI is shown in Fig. 1. GEMINI has been computationally coupled with an automatic mesh generation tool [24]
applicable to 2D axi-symmetric engine geometries with separate-jet exhausts. Thus, among others, GEMINI automatically
establishes the computational domain upon which the viscous compressible flow-field can be resolved using a commercial
solver [25]. After obtaining a converged CFD solution, the numerical results are automatically post-processed. This pro-




D , respectively, as well as the overall
exhaust system velocity coefficient COverallV . A detailed description of the individual numerical methods within GEMINI is
provided within this section.
2.2 Engine performance simulation (Turbomatch)
The engine performance model (Turbomatch) used for the present work has been developed and refined at Cranfield
University over a number of decades [26]. Turbomatch is based on zero-dimensional aero-thermal analysis employing
discrete component maps. The employed method essentially solves for the mass and energy balance between the various
engine components. Turbomatch has been previously deployed in several studies available in the existing literature for the
prediction of DP, OD, and transient performance of gas turbine engines [27, 28]. For the scope of the present work, the
engine is assumed to be operating exclusively at steady-state conditions.























2.3 Parametric geometry definition of exhaust nozzles
An analytical approach has been developed for the parametric geometry definition of exhaust systems based on Kulfan’s
CST functions [21, 22]. The proposed method inherits the intuitiveness of Qin’s CST variation [23] and extends its applica-
bility to the parametric representation of exhaust ducts and nozzles. The general form to express a CST function y(x) in the
normalized Cartesian space x ∈ (0,1) can be written as follows:







are the normalized independent and dependent coordinates, respectively, whilst L denotes the axial


















(x) is the class function and S(x) is the shape function. The terms Kr,n denote the binomial coefficients whilst
yo f f set signifies the imposed offset in the normal direction between the curve’s end-points in the non-dimensional Cartesian
space.




r(1− x)n−r} with different weights Ar, r = 0, ...n applied to the associated binomial coefficients Kr,n. The
individual terms {Kr,nx
r(1− x)n−r}, r = 0, ...n that BPn consists of, are illustrated in Fig. 3 for n = 8. When no weighting
is applied to the binomial terms (Ar = 0, r = 0, ...n), the outline of the shape function S(x) (Eq. (2b)) is that of a horizontal
straight line with S(x) = BPn = 1. Therefore, the weighting coefficients Ar,r = 0, ...n can be used to alter the outline of S(x)
accordingly.
Kulfan [21,22] showed that the employed class function (Eq. (2a)) is capable of representing a wide range of geometric
types. For an airfoil with a round nose and an aft trailing edge, the parameters N1 and N2 correspond to 0.5 and 1.0,
respectively. Within this work, it has been found that the most appropriate values for N1 and N2, are those that give a class
function equal to unity C
N1
N2
(x) = 1.0, them being N1 = N2 = 0. This choice enables mathematical simplicity and allows the




satisfying the end-point boundary conditions y(0) = 0 and y(1) = yo f f set , results in A0 = An = 0. With these provisions,






































{ArKr,nEr,n(x)}, x ∈ (0,1) (3c)




r−1)(1− x)n−r − xr(n− r)(1− x)n−r−1 (4b)
Er,n(x) = r(r−1)x
r−2(1− x)n−r −2rxr−1(n− r)(1− x)n−r−1 + xr(n− r)(n− r−1)(1− x)n−r−2 (4c)
Due to their exponential nature, Eqs. (4a–4c) may exhibit singular behavior at the limits of the independent variable x.
Therefore, it is recommended to set the boundaries of x to be asymptotically equal to the associated limiting values x ∈
(0,1), as determined by machine accuracy. The full-scale geometry in the dimensional Cartesian space can be expressed in
parametric form as a function of the independent variable x as follows:
X(x) = Xinitial +L · x x ∈ (0,1) (5a)
Y (x) = Yinitial +L · y(x) x ∈ (0,1) (5b)
where Xinitial , Yinitial are used to translate the derived full-scale curves within the dimensional geometric space. The Cartesian
coordinates X(x), Y (x) in Eqs. (5a–5b) can be interchanged with their reciprocal coordinates in the cylindrical system X(x),
R(x) to describe the geometry of an axi-symmetric body.
The formulation described above allows the reduction of the bypass as well as core duct and nozzle aerolines to a set of
analytical expressions. These can be derived as sole functions of design parameters employed in standard industry practice.
Figure 4 presents an illustrative example of the parameters employed in this paper for the geometric representation of an
exhaust system. For the purpose of this work, the overall configuration is divided in two components; (a) the upstream duct
and (b) the exhaust nozzle. Each component consists of an inner and an outer aeroline. The upstream duct extends axially
from the designated inlet plane up to the nozzle Charging Plane (CP) (Fig. 4(a)). The CP is positioned axially at the location
where the radius of the inner nozzle aeroline is maximized. The nozzle is positioned aft of the CP and terminates at the























prescribed exit plane (Fig. 4(b)).
The design of the duct is carried out by direct specification of the geometric properties required for a set of designated
control-points. These are illustrated in Fig. 4(a) in dashed circles. The controlled geometric properties include radial position
R, aeroline slope θ, and curvature radius Rcurve. The duct inlet hade angles θ
hade
in/out are also specified. The geometry of the
downstream exhaust nozzle is obtained through prescribing a set of standard design parameters. These include; CP to nozzle
exit area ratio Aratio =
ACP
Aexit
, nozzle length ratio klen =
Lnozzle
h2
, CP radial offset R
o f f set
CP , aeroline curvature and slope at the




CP , respectively, as well as outlet angles θ
nozzle
in/out .
In terms of nozzle design, the developed method initializes at the nozzle exit plane using as input the known geometric
throat area required for a computed flow capacity. The nozzle throat is located at the exit plane for a convergent nozzle.
For convergent-divergent nozzles (con-di) an effective con-di ratio is defined, therefore moving the nozzle throat slightly
upstream relative to the exit plane. Application of the rolling-ball area estimation method [29] to the nozzle exit plane and
upstream CP, results in a series of control points that satisfy the prescribed design parameters. These are shown in Fig. 4(b)
in dashed circled lines.
Having defined a series of control points where geometric information is available, a set of spatial Boundary Conditions
(BCs) is established for the design of the upstream duct and exhaust nozzle (Fig. 4). Transformation of the imposed BCs in the
normalized parametric space (x,y(x)) and subsequent application through Eqs. (3a–3c), allows to derive a (n−1)× (n−1)
linear system of equations. The symbol n denotes the order of Bernstein’s polynomial required to establish a unique math-
ematical representation. This is determined by the number of geometric constraints regulating the size of the linear system
along with the number of unknowns. Solution of the derived system results in a unique combination of weighting coeffi-
cients Ar, r = 1, ...n− 1. These correspond to a parametric geometry representation which uniquely satisfies the imposed
BCs. Subsequent application of Eqs. (5a–5b) provides the final geometry for each component.
2.4 CFD domain and boundary conditions
Figure 5 presents the computational domain established for solving the RANS flow equations applied to the geometry of
2D axi-symmetric engines. The free-stream conditions at infinity are modeled using a pressure far-field boundary boundary
condition. The free-stream conditions are specified in terms of static pressure Pst and temperature Tst , as well as Mach
number M. The overall size of the domain Ddomain is defined as a function of the maximum nacelle diameter Dmax using a
scaling factor D f . For the purpose of this work D f was set to 150 in accordance with the outcome of a domain sensitivity
analysis which showed that nozzle performance was not affected by domain size for D f ≥ 150.
The established domain includes the engine intake to account for the effect of mass flow capture ratio on the nacelle
pressure distribution. This is required to adequately capture the static pressure aft of the nacelle after-body, and consequently
the effect of free-stream suppression on the aerodynamic performance of the exhaust system. The fan face is modeled as
a pressure-outlet with uniform radial distribution of static pressure Pst . The axial locations at the fan and Low-Pressure
Turbine (LPT) Outlet Guide Vane (OGVs) exit planes are modeled as pressure-inlets with prescribed radial distributions
of total pressure P0 and total temperature T0. The boundary conditions at the fan face and aft of the fan and LPT OGVs























are obtained by analyzing the engine cycle [26]. To account for the non-uniformity of the flow at entry to the bypass duct,
circumferentially averaged radial profiles of T0 and P0 are imposed as boundary conditions at the exit of the fan OGVs. These
have been derived using a streamline curvature method applied to the geometry of the fan rotor and downstream OGVs. The
domain includes a third nozzle with a prescribed mass-flow (ṁ), namely the zone 3 vent. The vent is located between the
bypass and core nozzles and is effectively used as a separate exhaust.
2.5 Automatic mesh generation and topology definition
An automated structured grid generation process has been implemented using the commercially available meshing
software ANSYS ICEM CFD [24]. A multi-block structure applicable to typical axi-symmetric engine geometries with
separate-jet exhausts, is initially defined. A series of implemented meshing rules and procedures are subsequently applied,
leading to the automatic generation of the computational grid.
It is noted that the boundary-layer blocks throughout the domain are discretized so as to satisfy the condition of having
a y+ value near unity for all wall-adjacent cells. A total of 50 nodes normal to the aeroline surface are employed in the
corresponding boundary-blocks. The radially-outward cell-expansion ratio for the boundary-layer nodes is set equal to 1.2.
Figure 6(a) illustrates the derived mesh for the overall computational domain, whilst Fig. 6(b) presents a close-up near the
engine surfaces.
2.6 Definition of CFD approach
The commercial flow solver ANSYS Fluent [25] has been selected as the current aerodynamic tool. Computations
are carried out using a Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) numerical approach coupled with a suitable turbulence
model. The suitability of various turbulence models in terms of agreement with measured data for the employed mesh
topology (Fig. 6) was investigated by Voulgaris [30]. The conclusions drawn in Ref. [30], resulted in the selection of the
k−ω Shear-Stress Transport (SST) turbulence model for the purpose of this work.
The Green-Gauss node based method is used for computation of the flow-field gradients. A second-order accurate
upwind scheme is employed for the spatial discretization of the flow-field variables along with the turbulent kinetic energy k
and specific dissipation rate ω. Thermal conductivity (κ) is computed according to kinetic theory. Variable gas properties are
employed using an 8th order polynomial expression for the calculation of specific heat capacity (Cp) as a function of static
temperature [2]. Sutherland’s law is used for the calculation of dynamic viscosity [25].
2.7 Exhaust system performance accounting
The developed approach focuses on the the performance metrics established for exhaust nozzles, namely in terms of
non-dimensional discharge and velocity coefficients, CD and CV , respectively. The discharge coefficient CD is defined as the
ratio of the actual nozzle mass flow over the ideal isentropic value at the nozzle throat area [31]. The ideal nozzle mass flow
per unit area at the nozzle throat for prescribed values of inlet total pressure P0 and total temperature T0, is computed as




























































, pamb denotes the ambient static pressure, R is the gas constant for air, and γ is the ratio of specific heats.































, the value of λcrit is used in Eq. (6), while the actual value of λ is still used in
Eq. (7).










The values of ṁActual in Eq. (8) for the bypass and core nozzles are obtained by integrating the axial mass fluxes across their
respective entry planes. Within this work, the selected entry planes are at the pressure-inlet locations where the inlet boundary
conditions are imposed for each nozzle (Fig. 7). As a result, the quoted bypass and core nozzle discharge coefficients include
the total pressure losses occurring in their respective upstream ducts.
The gross propulsive force FExhaustG produced by the exhaust system is computed by integrating the axial gauge stream
forces across the nozzle entry boundaries, along with the pressure and viscous shear stress terms on all nozzle walls. These
















G , and F
Zone3
G are the axial gauge stream forces at the entry planes of the bypass, core, and zone 3 vent
exhaust nozzles, respectively. The nozzle entry planes are illustrated in Fig. 7 using blue coloring. The surface integral

























all walls · · ·dA) in the RHS of Eq. (9) denotes the integration of the gauge static pressure term (p− pamb) normal to the
wall boundaries denoted by the vector δ1, j along with the viscous shear-stress terms d1, j across all of the the no-slip nozzle
walls. These are signified in Fig. 7 using red color. The subscript ()1, j denotes projection of the integrated force terms in the
axial direction. Furthermore, it can be noted from Fig. 7 that the wall contribution integral includes a portion of the nacelle
afterbody that reaches up to the axial location of the maximum diameter.
The overall velocity coefficient COverallV is defined by referring the gross propulsive force F
Exhaust
G to the ideal thrust


















It can be noted from Eq. (10) that this definition essentially gives COverallV = 1 in ideal and fully expanded isentropic flow.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Grid sensitivity analysis
To establish a robust and theoretically sound computational approach, a grid sensitivity analysis has been carried out to
identify the dependency of the obtained CFD solutions on the domain dicretization fidelity. The developed CFD approach
has been applied for a 2D axi-symmetric engine representative of current large turbofan designs. Numerical predictions have
been carried out at DP mid-cruise conditions. The bypass and core nozzle pressure ratios, intake Mass Flow Capture Ratio
(MFCR), and free-stream conditions are documented in Table 1. Figure 8 presents the employed engine geometry, a nominal
computational mesh, and the predicted Mach number contours. CFD solutions have been obtained for a total of 5 meshes
using progressively increasing grid fidelity. A global scaling factor has been applied to the overall mesh density to ensure
uniform refinement. The number of cells Ncell is equal to approximately 1.21× 10
5 for the coarsest mesh reaching up to
1.05×106 for the densest mesh. All meshes employed a y+ value of nearly 1.0.




D , and C
Overall
V . It can be observed from




D exhibit monotonic convergence characteristics for the entire range of Ncell
investigated. Figure 9(c) shows that COverallV also exhibits monotonic behavior for Ncell ≥ 2.65×10
5. However, the response
of COverallV for highly coarse grids with Ncell < 2.65×10
5 is non-monotonic. To quantify the error introduced in the obtained
CFD solutions due the spatial discretization of the employed domain, the numerical procedure proposed by Celik et al. [32]
has been applied. The numerical behavior of the developed meshing approach has been assessed through evaluation of the
Grid Convergence Index (GCI). To estimate the GCI for the performance metrics of interest, the meshes with 2.65× 105,
4.76×105, and 7.32×105 cells in the monotonic region have been selected.




D , and C
Bypass
V are of the order of 0.017%, 0.83%, and 0.058%, respectively. The
associated flow-field solution using the medium grid is illustrated in Fig. 8(c). The aforementioned values of GCI indicate























the sound numerical behavior of the developed CFD approach. In accordance with the monotonicity observed in Fig. 9 and
the computed values of CGI, an overall mesh fidelity with Ncell = 4.76× 10
5 is selected for the purpose of this work. The
implemented mesh topology has been further verified and validated by Voulgaris [30] against publicly available experimental
data for small-scale separate-jet and single stream exhaust nozzles.
3.2 Validation of employed CFD approach
Having evaluated the numerical behavior of the employed CFD approach, an appropriate validation exercise has been
carried out to assess the proposed method’s physical accuracy. The developed tool has been applied to investigate the aerody-
namic behavior of an experimental exhaust test apparatus described in a publicly available case study [33, 34]. Experiments
were conducted on a Turbine Powered Simulator (TPS) nacelle with separate-jet exhausts in a low-speed wind-tunnel. The
various engine components were represented by a two-stage axial fan followed by a three-stage axial turbine. The goal was
to compile a representative database to be used for CFD code validation.
Experimental data were collected in terms of bypass nozzle mass flow ṁbypass and gross propulsive force FG for a set
of FPRs ranging from 1.2 to 1.6. Experiments were conducted using a free-stream Mach number of 0.17. A pylon was
employed in the bypass exhaust of the test apparatus which resulted in an estimated of area blockage of 8% at the bypass
nozzle exit.
The 2D axi-symmetric CFD approach described in this paper was employed to evaluate the aerodynamic performance
of the DLR-TPS exhaust system for the test conditions outlined above. An appropriate correction was applied to the obtained
CFD data in order to account for the effect of pylon blockage at the bypass nozzle exit. However, any aerodynamic effects
related to the 3D nature of the flow, such as skin-friction or flow acceleration induced by the pylon surface, were not captured
by the present approach due to the assumption of axi-symmetric flow.
Figure 10 compares numerical predictions with experimental measurements. Results are presented for the normalized





and overall FG. ṁ
re f
bypass corresponds to the measured bypass nozzle mass flow for FPR =
1.2. Numerical results are presented with (CFD-corr) as well as without accounting for the effect of pylon blockage (CFD).
The maximum discrepancies noted between CFD simulations and measured data are of the order 1.92% and 5.40% for the
normalized bypass nozzle flow and overall FG, respectively. These are attributed to the 3D nature of the flow due to the
existence of a pylon which is not accounted for by the present CFD approach.
A numerical prediction of the compressible and viscous flow for the TPS apparatus is shown in Fig. 11(a) for FPR= 1.6.
Computed values of isentropic Mach number Misen. on the inner aerolines of the bypass and core nozzle walls are compared
with experimental measurements extracted from Ref. [34] in Fig. 11(b). Good agreement can be generally observed between
numerical predictions and measured data. The CFD solution predicts a region of significant flow deceleration in the bypass
duct for x/Dmax ≈ 1.65 where an aggressive increase in aeroline slope occurs. Although this behavior is in agreement with
the experimental data, the minimum Misen. is overpredicted by approximately 10%, as shown in Fig. 11(b). For the specified
value of FPR = 1.6 the bypass nozzle throat is unchoked. However, the numerical solution indicates the presence of weak
shocklets near the nozzle exit as a result of local flow acceleration (Fig. 11(a)). The deviation in Misen. between numerical























predictions and measured data reaches roughly 5-6% on the surfaces of the core cowl and external plug. Overall, it has
been shown that the employed CFD approach is able to capture the key features of the flow required for the performance
prediction of separate-jet exhausts.
3.3 Design space exploration
To demonstrate the effectiveness and merit of the proposed design approach, the overall method has been implemented
within a suitable DSE environment. The inherently nonlinear nature of the problem tackled in this work, in conjunction with
the requirement to mitigate the computational cost associated with numerous CFD simulations, have deemed imperative the
deployment of a robust method for the Design of Experiment (DOE).
A DOE is a systematic approach to get the maximum amount of system information out of a given number of experi-
ments. Out of the different kinds of DOE available in the literature [35] the Latin Hypercube Design (LHD) algorithm has
been selected. The LHD method has been extensively described by Olsson et al. [36]. Following the compilation of a repre-
sentative design database for a designated engine cycle, the aerodynamic behavior of the exhaust system can be statistically
investigated. Within this work, the employed design variables are correlated with the associated performance metrics using
Pearson’s product moment of correlation [37].
3.3.1 Case study description
The developed methodology has been applied to explore the exhaust system design space for two civil aero-engines.
The investigated configurations have been defined in order to be representative of future (E1) and current (E2) large turbofan
architectures. The employed thermodynamic cycles have been been structured using publicly available information [38].
The assumed values of BPR are of the order of 16 and 11 for the future (E1) and current (E2) engine configuration, in that
order. The incorporated cycle parameters in terms of OPR, TET, and component efficiencies have been selected according
to the corresponding technology levels using the design guidelines provided in Refs. [2, 39]. Each cycle has been optimized
in terms of FPR on the basis of maximizing specific thrust and, concurrently, minimizing overall engine SFC [2].
The 2D axi-symmetric geometries corresponding to the baseline engine models are shown in Fig. 12. The baseline
intake, nacelle, and exhaust system geometries have been designed using information found in the public domain combined
with informed engineering judgment. Numerical predictions have been carried out at DP mid-cruise conditions considering
both engine models. The corresponding bypass and core nozzle pressure ratios, intake MFCR, and free-stream conditions are
presented in Table 2. These correspond to the boundary conditions specified for the computations carried out and presented
in this section. The associated flow-field solutions for the established baseline engine designs are presented in Figs 13(a)
and (b) for the future (E1) and current engine architectures (E2), respectively. It can be observed that for cruising flight,
the bypass exhaust nozzle operates under choked conditions considering both engine models. However, due to the lower
values of NPR as shown in Table 2, the core nozzle appears to be unchoked during mid-cruise conditions. This characteristic
applies for both engine designs.























3.3.2 Design space definition
To establish a clear definition of the available design space, the bypass exhaust and core afterbody aerolines of the
baseline E1 and E2 engine architectures (Fig. 12), have been reduced to parametric CST representations through Eqs. (5a,
5b). The conceived design space comprises a total of 11 and 12 design variables for the future (E1) and current (E2) engine
configurations, respectively. Figure 14 provides an illustrative description of the parametric geometry definition employed
in this paper for the design of separate-jet exhausts. The design space bounds applied for the E2 engine (Fig. 12(b)) exhaust
design variables are graphically shown. All design variables corresponding to axial or radial dimensions are normalized with
a reference length as annotated in Fig. 14. All curvature radii are normalized with CP height h1. The mathematical definition
of each design variable is noted in Fig. 14. A similar parametric design space has been defined for the E1 engine.
It can be observed from Fig. 14 that the employed design space comprises variables controlling the design of the bypass
duct (youtbp , y
in














cr ), and zone 3 vent
(lexitz3 ,M
exit
z3 ). Figure 14(f) shows how the length of the core cowl l
cowl
cr can affect the design of the core exhaust for a prescribed
LPT OGV plane. For the purpose of this work, the geometry of the core duct and nozzle is adjusted automatically depending
on the imposed value of lcowlcr using low-speed contraction design guidelines [40]. It is noted that θ
out
nozzle is kept constant
for the case corresponding to the future engine architecture E1. The radial thickness of the nacelle afterbody at the axial
location of the bypass nozzle CP is limited to a minimum value to ensure desired manufacturing constraints. The parametric
representation of the design space shown in Fig. 14 demonstrates the intuitiveness and flexibility of the proposed approach
to represent and manipulate the geometry of separate-jet exhaust systems.
3.3.3 Preliminary statistical analysis
After establishing a thorough representation of the available design space, the developed approach was deployed to
investigate the aerodynamic behavior of both engine exhaust systems throughout their domains. Each design space was
discretized with the deployment of the implemented LHD method. A database containing approximately 360 exhaust ge-
ometries was compiled for each engine using CFD simulations. The correlation between the imposed design variables and
the associated performance metrics was subsequently investigated. The objective was to identify the dominant variables and
aerodynamic mechanisms that influence the performance of the exhaust system considering both engines.
Table 3 presents a preliminary statistical analysis applied to the obtained DOE results for both engine configurations. Re-
sults are presented for the percentage range R(%) and standard deviation (σ) calculated for each metric. The term NPRZone3





. It is reminded that the vent
is modeled as a prescribed mass-flow inlet. Therefore, the required P0 at the nozzle entry is dependent upon the exit static
pressure which is affected by the fan stream suppression effect.
With respect to the future engine design E1, a percentage range of approximately 1.7% and 0.35% is observed for C
Bypass
D
and COverallV , respectively. Their combined effect results in an even larger variation of FG reaching approximately 2.9%. A
significantly larger range is observed for CCoreD which reaches roughly 23%. It is reminded that core nozzle operates under
unchoked conditions, as shown in Fig. 13(a). As a result, for a specified inlet total pressure, the core nozzle mass flow and























discharge coefficient CCoreD are both highly dependent on the exit static pressure. Therefore, the large R(%) noted in Table 3
for CCoreD is attributed to the strong influence of the core cowl design (Fig. 14(f)) on the static pressure field at the core nozzle
exit. With respect to NPRZone3, the noted R(%) reaches 34%. This is also mainly due to the static pressure disturbances
along the axial direction of the transonic core cowl that affect the unchoked vent exhaust. The transonic flow-field conditions
over the engine core afterbody are illustrated in Fig. 13(a).
Regarding the E2 engine architecture, a percentage range of the order of 6.2% and 0.87% is noted for C
Bypass
D and
COverallV , respectively. The noted values of R(%) are larger compared to those observed for the future design E1. This indi-
cates that the non-dimensional exhaust performance of the E2 engine is more responsive to design modifications compared
to the future configuration E1. This behavior is attributed to two main factors; Firstly, the E2 design has a lower BPR and
higher NPRBypass compared to E1. This results in a strong, complex, and sensitive shock-pattern on the core afterbody as
shown in Fig. 13(b). The sensitivity of the observed flow topology to core cowl design adjustments (Figs. 14(f) and (g)) is
reflected predominantly in the larger variation of COverallV . This is also evident in the percentage range observed for NPRZone3.
The pressure ratio required to drive the unchoked vent is largely influenced by the static pressure distribution on the transonic
core cowl as the vent exit location lexitz3 and Mach number M
exit
z3 vary during the DOE process (Figs. 14(g) and (h)). Secondly,
the design space defined for the E2 engine includes the bypass nozzle outer line exit angle θnozzleout , as shown in Fig. 14(f).
This design variable affects the area distribution of the bypass nozzle and can implicitly apply an effective con-di ratio. This
modification can alter the aerodynamic performance of the exhaust nozzle, mainly in terms of C
bypass
D . This constitutes an
additional Degree of Freedom (DOF) that is omitted in the design space of the E1 engine.
Furthermore, it can be noticed that the standard deviation (σ) of C
Bypass
D is roughly an order of magnitude larger com-
pared to that observed for COverallV . This behavior applies for both engine architectures, indicating a significantly higher
dispersion for the obtained values for C
Bypass
D . This higher dispersion indicates the larger sensitivity of C
Bypass
D to exhaust
design adjustments in comparison to COverallV . The results presented in table 3 suggest that the computed values of C
Overall
V
are densely concentrated around their mean values while C
Bypass
D appears to exhibit a more scattered distribution. This is
attributed to the employed definition of COverallV where normalization is carried out on the basis of the actual exhaust nozzle
mass flow as described by Eq. (10). The employed definition essentially renders COverallV independent of C
Bypass
D to first-order,
thus leading to a smaller σ for COverallV .
3.3.4 Assessment of apparent design space linearity
Figures 15 and 16 present the estimated linear correlation coefficients, also known as Pearson’s product-moment of
correlation [37], for the performance metrics of interest. Computational results are presented for the E1 and the E2 engine
in Figs. 15 and 16, respectively. The principal linear correlation coefficients indicate the amount and type of average depen-
dency between two specified parameters. A correlation coefficient can range from -1 to 1. A positive and a negative nonzero
value will indicate a direct and an indirect correlation, respectively.




V for the future E1 engine. Considerable data
scatter can be observed. However, the positive slope identified indicates that an improvement in COverallV is nominally ac-























companied by an increase in C
Bypass
D . The computed value for Pearson’s product-moment of correlation is 0.60. However,
the observed metric behavior also indicates that it is possible for an exhaust system to exhibit good performance in terms of
C
Bypass
D , but have poor C
Overall
V characteristics. Specifically, a percentage range of approximately 0.35% can be noticed in the
variation of COverallV at constant C
Bypass
D close to its optimum value.




V is presented for the
current E2 engine design. However, it can be noticed that the obtained data are more densely concentrated around the mean
regression line. The corresponding value of the linear correlation coefficient is of the order 0.79. A similar percentage range
(0.3%) is observed for COverallV close to the design region of optimum C
Bypass
D . Overall, the results confirm that an exhaust
system that is optimum in terms of COverallV will also be accompanied by C
Bypass
D performance close to optimum value. The
opposite statement does not hold true for either engine architecture.
Figures 15 and 16(b) show that there is a strong correlation between C
Bypass
D and FN with respect to both engine config-
urations. The corresponding correlation coefficients are of the order of 0.86 and 0.88 for the E1 and E2 engine, respectively.
This is attributed predominantly to the increased engine mass flow associated with better performance in terms of C
Bypass
D .
Another important element that influences the correlation is the effect of COverallV which is implicit in the results shown in
Figs. 15 and 16(b). Specifically, with respect to the E1 engine architecture, Fig. 15(b) shows at a value of C
Bypass
D close
to optimum, the previously observed percentage range of 0.35% in COverallV , results in a variation of FN of the order of 5%
relative to it nominal value. However, as regards the E2 engine, Fig. 16(b) shows that the associated percentage range in
FN is roughly 2.5%, despite the fact that the variation in C
Overall
V is close to 0.3%. The observed behavior suggests that the
exchange rates between FN and exhaust C
Overall
V for future turbofan engines, can be almost double in magnitude compared to
those of current engine architectures.
The correlation between COverallV and FN is shown in Figs. 15 and 16(c) for the E1 and E2 engine, respectively. The
associated Pearson indices are of the order of 0.71 and 0.86. The results show that FN is strongly dependent on C
Overall
V , as
expected. However, the computed correlations are not completely linear. This is due to the implicit variations in C
Bypass
D .









V as shown in Figs. 15 and 16(a). This is especially in the low C
Bypass
D design region of the E1
engine (Fig. 15(a)) where significant scatter is observed. The observed non-linearity can implicitly propagate to influence
the dependence of FN on C
Overall
V , especially in the low C
Bypass
D region (Fig.15(c)).
Figure 17 presents the associated correlation matrices obtained through systematic exploration of the design space
corresponding to both engine architectures. The results are presented in the form of Hinton diagrams. Hinton diagrams
can be useful in visualizing numerical data in linear algebra, particularly considering weighting or correlation matrices.
The presented illustrations demonstrate the distribution of Pearson’s product-moment of correlation between the available
design variables (Fig. 14) and the performance metrics of interest (Table 3). Results are presented for the E1 and E2 engine
architectures in Figs. 17(a) and (b), respectively. Both correlation matrices have been compiled by consistently applying the
process demonstrated in Figs. 15–16 throughout the overall design space.
Figure 17(a) shows that, with respect to the E1 engine, the dominant design parameters that affect C
Bypass
D are the nozzle























length ratio κinlen (Fig. 14(c)) and the core cowl angle θ
cowl
cr (Figs. 14(f) and (i)). Specifically, the obtained results suggest that
good performance in terms of C
Bypass
D requires increased values of length ratio κ
in
len along with low core cowl angles θ
cowl
cr .
In terms of COverallV , Fig. 17(a) shows that the dominant design parameter is the outer aeroline slope at the charging plane
θoutCP (Fig. 14(d)). The obtained results indicate a positive effect for increased values of θ
out











A similar behavior can be observed in Fig. 17(b) with respect to exhaust system performance of the E2 engine. It can be
noticed that the dominant design variables are the same as those identified for the E1 engine, namely; κinlen, θ
cowl
cr , and θ
out
CP .




CP (Fig. 14(d)) with κ
in
len (Fig. 14(c)) assuming a secondary role.
Thus, although the polarity of the effect of the two variables is the same as noted for the E1 engine, their relative impact
on C
Bypass
D is significantly different. A similar observation applies for C
Overall
V where the dominant design parameter is κ
in
len
whilst θoutCP becomes secondary. Furthermore, increasing the core cowl angle θ
cowl





V with an analogous influence on FN . It is interesting to note that the computed value for the
correlation coefficient that relates FN to θ
cowl
cr is roughly -0.62 for both engine architectures. This is attributed to the adverse
effect on the core cowl boundary layer that is induced when increasing the afterbody angle beyond the nominal value of 14
degrees.
Figures 17(a) and (b) can be viewed as design guidelines towards improving the aerodynamic performance of separate-jet
exhaust systems for designated engine cycles. Figure 18 presents an application example of the design guidelines identified
in Fig. 17(a) for the exhaust system of the future engine E1. The aerodynamic behavior of the baseline and improved bypass
nozzle designs are shown in Figs. 18(a) and (b), respectively.
It can be observed that the baseline design produces a strong normal shock located at approximately 0.5×h2 downstream
of the nozzle exit plane. This strong normal shock generates entropy, limits the exhaust system’s capacity, reduces the jet’s
total pressure and overall FG. Figure 18(b) shows that this undesirable flow feature has been mitigated by improving the
design according to the guidelines presented in Fig. 17(a). This has been achieved by increasing the nozzle length ratio
κinlen (Fig. 12(c)) and moving the Low-Pressure (LP) turbine “hump” upstream relative to the baseline exhaust system. This
adjustment allows the flow to gradually align itself with the core cowl angle before being exhausted to ambient. As a result,
flow acceleration to sonic conditions is achieved predominantly through mean flow area reduction, instead of locally induced
acceleration due to aeroline curvature. Furthermore, the value of θoutCP (Fig. 12(d)) has been set equal to it’s maximum value
which is 0◦. This design arrangement in combination with the horizontal inner aeroline at the CP (θinCP = 0
◦), have minimized
any radial pressure gradients at the CP prior to any flow turning in the exhaust nozzle.





the future E1 engine of the order of 0.4% and 0.06%, respectively. This has resulted in a FG increase of approximately
0.45%. Hence, it has been shown that the proposed approach allows to identify effective guidelines for the improved design
of separate-jet exhausts with respect to future and current civil aero-engines.
























An integrated approach has been developed which targets the aerodynamic design of separate-jet exhaust systems for
future gas-turbine aero-engines. The overall method is based on a set of fundamental modeling theories applicable to engine
performance simulation, parametric geometry definition, and viscous/compressible flow solution. An analytical approach
has been developed for the parametric geometry definition of separate-jet exhausts based on CST functions. The proposed
formulation inherits the intuitiveness and flexibility of the Qin’s CST variation and extends its applicability to the parametric
representation of exhaust ducts and nozzles. A suitable aerodynamic modeling approach has been established and validated
against publicly available experimental data. The developed design approach has been coupled with a comprehensive formu-
lation for design space exploration. The overall framework has been deployed to investigate the overall design space for to
two civil aero-engines representative of current and future architectures, respectively. The sensitivity of the exhaust systems’
performance metrics to parametric design adjustments has been assessed. The inter-relationship between exhaust systems’
performance metrics of interest has been quantified and presented.
It has been shown that the developed analytical approach is a powerful mathematical tool for the parametric repre-
sentation and geometric manipulation of separate-jet exhaust systems. It has been demonstrated that the use of correlation
matrices in the form of Hinton diagrams can be effective in representing the behavior of the aerodynamic design space for the
case of separate-jet exhausts. The proposed approach has been successful in identifying effective guidelines for the improved
design of separate-jet exhaust systems. Furthermore, it enables to quantify and correlate the aerodynamic behavior of any
separate-jet exhaust system for any specified engine architecture. Therefore, it constitutes an enabling technology towards
identifying the fundamental aerodynamic mechanisms that govern the aerodynamic performance of current and future civil
turbofan engines.
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Table 1. Engine operating conditions used for grid dependency analysis





































Table 2. Engine operating conditions used for Design Space Exploration











MFCRintake 0.7 0.6 –
BPR 16 11 –
M∞ 0.85 0.85 –
Altitude 10668 13106 m
Rated cruise FN ≈60 ≈40 kN






















Table 3. Design space statistical analysis























FG 8.6 (%) 1795 (N)
NPRZone3 86 0.17





































Fig. 1. Notional axi-symmetric housing geometry for a Very-High Bypass Ratio (VHBR) turbofan engine with separate-jet exhausts














































Fig. 2. Upper-level overview of the developed software architecture
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Fig. 3. Individual terms comprising Bernstein’s polynomial for n = 8


































Fig. 4. Employed parameters for the parametric geometry representation of an exhaust system : (a) duct geometry, (b) nozzle geometry























Fig. 5. Employed CFD domain and boundary conditions

























Fig. 6. Mesh generation and topology definition: (a) Overall view of derived computational mesh, (b) Mesh close-up























Fig. 7. Graphical illustration of force accounting for the computation of gross propulsive force FexhaustG






























Fig. 8. Engine model used for the grid sensitivity analysis: (a) Model geometry, (b) Computational mesh, Ncell ≈ 4.76× 10
5, (c) Mach
number contours at mid-cruise conditions, M∞ = 0.85, Alt.= 13106.4m


























Fig. 9. Grid sensitivity analysis for the described engine model: (a) Bypass nozzle discharge coefficient C
Bypass
D , (b) Core nozzle discharge
coefficient CCoreD (c) Overall exhaust velocity coefficient C
Overall
V
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Fig. 11. Model validation: (a) Mach number contours for FPR = 1.6, M∞ = 0.17, (b) Isentropic Mach number Misen on the bypass and
core nozzle inner walls – comparison with experimental data from Ref. [34]























Fig. 12. 2D axi-symmetric geometries of investigated engine architectures: (a) Design representative of future engine architectures (E1),
(b) Design representative of current engine architectures (E2)



























Fig. 13. Mach number contours for the baseline exhaust system designs at DP mid-cruise conditions: (a) Design representative of future
engine architectures (E1), (b) Design representative of current engine architectures (E2)


























Fig. 14. Design space definition: (a) Bypass duct outer line position youtbp =
Routbp
Linduct
, (b) yinbp =
Rinbp
Linduct
, (c) Nozzle CP to exit area ratio Aratio =
ACP
Aexit
and length ratio κinlen =
LNozzlein
h2








Core cowl length lcowlcr =
Lcowlcr
R f an
, (g) Zone 3 vent exit position lexitz3 =
Lexitz3
Lcowlcr
, (h) Zone 3 exit Mach no. Mexitz3 , (i) Core cowl angle θ
cowl
cr and
outer line angle θoutnozzle

































V , (b) C
Bypass
D and FN , (c) C
Overall
V and FN

































V , (b) C
Bypass
D and FN , (c) C
Overall
V and FN


























Fig. 17. Linear correlation estimation between design variables and performance metrics: (a) future E1 engine, (b) current E2 engine









































Fig. 18. Exhaust design improvement for the E1 future engine architecture: (a) Baseline exhaust nozzle, (b) Improved exhaust nozzle
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